WARNING Before playing this game, read the Xbox 360® Instruction
Manual and any peripheral manuals for important safety and health information.
Keep all manuals for future reference. For replacement manuals, see
www.xbox.com/support or call Xbox Customer Support.

Important Health Warning About Playing Video Games
Photosensitive seizures
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to
certain visual images, including ﬂashing lights or patterns that may appear in
video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have
an undiagnosed condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures”
while watching video games.
These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness,
altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or shaking of arms or legs,
disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also
cause loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling
down or striking nearby objects.
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these
symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their children about the above
symptoms—children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience
these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by
taking the following precautions: Sit farther from the screen; use a smaller screen;
play in a well-lit room; do not play when you are drowsy or fatigued.
If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a
doctor before playing.
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Xbox LIVE

®

Play anyone and everyone, anytime, anywhere
on Xbox LIVE®. Build your profile(your gamer
card). Chat with your friends. Download
content at Xbox LIVE® Marketplace. Send
and receive voice and video messages. Get
connected and join the revolution.

Controls


CONNECTING

These easy and flexible tools enable parents
and caregivers to decide which games young
game players can access based on the content
rating. For more information, go to
www.xbox.com/familysettings.





Before you can use Xbox LIVE®, connect your
Xbox 360™ console to a high-speed Internet
connection and sign up to become an Xbox
LIVE® member. For more information about
connecting, and to determine whether Xbox
LIVE® is available in your region, go to
www.xbox.com/live.

FAMILY SETTINGS
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On Foot Controls
Action

Driving Controls
Button

Move / Select Weapon / (click) Crouch



Camera / (click) Fine Aim



Recruit Followers / (hold) Dismiss
Followers



Quit Gameplay Mode



Taunt



Compliment



Reload / (hold) Pick Up Weapon / Object



Inventory



Jump



Action / Enter Car



(tap) Throw Human Shield / (hold) Hold
Human Shield



Sprint



Secondary Attack / Kill Shield



Primary Attack



Action

Button

Steer / Select Weapon / (click) Nitrous /
Hydraulics



Camera / (click) Horn



Recruit Followers / (hold) Dismiss
Followers



Quit Gameplay Mode



Change Radio

/

Accelerate



Inventory



Brake / Reverse



Action / Exit Car



Cruise Control / (aircraft) Rudder Left



Look Behind / Reset Camera / (aircraft)
Rudder Right



Handbrake / (helicopter) Alt Attack



Primary Attack
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Main Menu

Strong Arm
In Strong Arm, two teams fight for control
of the neighborhood. To win, earn cash to
buy out the neighborhood. Cash is earned
by participating in activities and killing
opponents.Tagging spots in the level offer
bonuses which can tip the scales in the
match.
Gangsta Brawl
Gangsta Brawl is a mode in which the goal
is to kill as many of the opposing players as
you can. The Player or Team with the highest
score at the end of the match is the winner.

New Game
Prepare for your return to Stilwater. You
start in prison, but no one stays in there
forever, right?

Options
Adjust the controls,display options, and
audio mix.

Load Game

Downloadable Content

Load a previously saved game and return to the
streets of Stilwater to continue your reign
over the city.

Extras

Multiplayer
Saints Row™ 2 supports cooperative
multiplayer via Xbox LIVE® or System Link.
In addition, up to twelve players can play
against each other in competitive matches over
Xbox LIVE®.

Download new content from Xbox LIVE®.

Access the game credits and cross
promotions here.
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Game Screen
Mission Activity
Homies
Weapon
Reticule

Respect
The amount of Respect you’ve earned is tracked
here. One full bar allows you to play one
mission or Stronghold.
Health Meter
Spirit Meter
Respect
Cash

Notoriety
Reflects your wanted level with the police.
The higher your notoriety, the more vigilant
the police may be of your actions.

Weapon
Mini Map

This shows your currently selected weapon
and remaining ammo.

Cash
The amount of money you currently have.

Health Meter
Every time you get shot, stabbed, run over and
generally beaten, your life bar will deplete.
Health regenerates over time. If this bar
completely empties you have been smoked.

Sprint Meter
When you’ve got cops on your trail and no
getaway car in sight, sprinting may be your
last chance of escape The Sprint Meter
replenishes over time, but try to keep it full
when possible; you never know when you’ll
need a quick escape on foot.

Homies
Your followers will be represented here,
along with their health meters.

Reticule
Target unsuspecting enemies. The reticule will
change to a green X when targeting allies.

Mini Map
Enemies are represented by red dots, allies
with purple ones. In missions, required kills
are marked by a red square, locations to
travel to are marked by a blue square, and
critical items to pick up or defend are marked
by a green square. Points of interest are
marked with a unique icon.

Mission and Activity Info
This lists the name of
the mission or Activity
you are currently
on, and also tracks
progress.
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Earning Respect

Diversions

Respect

Respect is used to play through Missions and
Strongholds. Respect is earned by completing
Activities and Diversions, and by killing rival
Gang Members.

Diversions are cash and Respect rewards
that are given to you by playing the game
creatively. Experiment with different modes
of combat, driving, and interacting with
your environment to find all the available
diversions.

Style

Activities

Buying new clothes and items for your crib
gives you Style Points. The more Style Points
you have the bigger your Respect multiplier
becomes.
NOTE: Wearing specific clothing is not required
to get the Respect bonus. Simply owning the
items is enough.

Crowd Control
Earn money as a bodyguard by
keeping obnoxious fans away
from celebrities -- by any
means necessary.
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Demolition Derby
Smash everyone else on the track in a
demolition derby. Earn money after each round
to better equip your ride.

Drug Trafficing
Ride shotgun and protect a drug dealer as they
drive over Stilwater and make deals with their
unsavory clientele.

Escort

Give new meaning to the term ‘burnout’ while
wearing a flame suit as you drive around
Stilwater on a four wheeler. The more damage
you create, the more time you have to cause
some heavy-duty trouble.

Insurance Fraud
Play in traffic for fun and profit! Fake an
injury and try to score some free cash.

Mayhem

You are the personal driver for a high-class
hooker. Your job is to evade the paparazzi who
want to snap photos of the people who are in
need of her services.

Take to the streets of Stilwater and go on a
violent rampage. Just think of it as slash-and
burn agriculture with more explosions.

Fight Club
Step into the ring and join the most violent
fights in the city. Brawl your way to the top to
earn money and Respect.

Devalue property value in Stilwater as you
spray the contents of a septic truck all
over town. Everyone loves a nice shade of
brown…

Fuzz

Snatch

Septic Avenger

Dress like a cop, pick up your cameraman, and
become a reality TV star on FUZZ, Stilwater’s
#1 TV show. Stop crime as sensationally as
possible to score the highest ratings in town.

This is how life should be. Go around town and
murder rival pimps, recruit their hos, and
build up a stable of your own.

Heli Assault

Taking Control

Use a decommissioned attack chopper and rain
death from above on your rivals.

Trail Blazing
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Fists
Sometimes you have to let your fists do the
talking. Primary Attack  and Alternate
Attack  allow you to throw punches. You can
also hold either button to charge the attack,
resulting in a more powerful strike pressing
both  and  at the same time will block enemy
attacks. Perform deadly combos by alternating
your attacks rapidly.

Items

Weapons
You’ll come across, or purchase, all kinds of
guns and melee weapons in Stilwater. To pick
up a weapon, simply walk over it. If you’re
carrying a weapon of a different type, hold 
to swap them. Press  to bring up the inventory
and use the left stick to select a weapon.
Pressing  fires the gun, and  performs a
melee attack.

Vehicles
Acquiring a new ride is as easy to stepping
up to a car door and pressing . Press  to
accelerate,  to move in reverse, and the 
button to use the handbrake. Any car can
be stolen, though jacking some vehicles will
cause the cops or a rival gang to become
aggressive.

Sometimes you just need a little bit extra to make
it through the day or a mission. There are food and
liquor stores scattered around town that offer a
variety of eats, drinks, and smokes. Chow down on
some food to refill your health quickly.

Navigating Stilwater

Press  to bring up a map of Stilwater. Areas the
Saints control are highlighted purple In these
areas you can find gang members who you can
recruit to aid you in combat. To set a GPS waypoint,
move the cursor to where you want to travel and
press . A green trail will show you the route to
get there.
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Map Icons

MAYHEM ICON
FIGHT CLUB ICON

There’s plenty of ways for you to gain Respect
in Stilwater. To help keep track of all the
activities you can participate in and where to
find them, the map will display icons showing
where certain activities can be found.
Go to this location to start the
Fight Club Activity.

BROTHERHOOD LOGO

DEMO DERBY ICON

RACING ICON
FUZZ ICON

Go to this location to start a
Brotherhood Mission or
Stronghold.

Go to this location
to start the Demo
Derby Activity.

CRIB ICON

DRUG TRAFFICKING ICON

HELI ASSAULT ICON

Go to this location
to start the Drug Trafficking
Activity.

Go to this location to start the
Heli Assault Activity.

CROWD CONTROL ICON

ESCORT ICON

INSURANCE FRAUD ICON

Go to this location to start the
Crowd Control Activity.

Go to this location to start the
Escort Activity.

Go to this location to start the
Insurance Fraud Activity.

Go to this location to go to your
crib. You can change clothes,
replay missions, and watch
cutscenes at your crib.

Go to this location to start the
Mayhem Activity.

Go to this location to start the
FUZZ Activity.

Go to this location
to start a race.

RONIN LOGO

Go to this location to start
a Ronin Mission or Stronghold.

SAINTS LOGO

Go to this location to start a
Saints Mission or Stronghold.
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SEPTIC AVENGER ICON

SONS OF SAMEDI LOGO

Go to this location to start
the Septic Avenger Activity.

Go to this location to start a
Sons of Samedi Mission or
Stronghold.

SNATCH ICON

STORE ICON

Go to this location
to start the Snatch Activity.

Visit this location to shop.

Notes

